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What would you consider to be your biggest fundraising successes at Yorkshire Dance? 

We're pleased we have managed to grow and develop our relationship with the Arts 

Council. We received an uplift in our 2011-14 NPO grant, which was rare at that time and 

retained our NPO status for the 2015-18 round, so consider that to be a real success.  

We've developed new relationships with some of the more prestigious trusts and 

foundations including the Foyle Foundation and the Esmée Fairbairn Foundation. Getting 

the Foyle Foundation on board first helped us with other trusts and foundations as it 

inspired confidence in us as an organisation and in our ability to meet trust and foundation 

objectives.  

Finally we've also opened up relationships with corporates and have a multi-year 

relationship with Provident Financial's CSR programme. We're part of their Good 

Neighbourhood Scheme, which means we not only get multi-year funding but we've built up 

a track record in delivering effective partnerships for the corporate sector. This multi-year 

funding format has also been used with a new relationship with the Igen Trust. Multi-year 

funding agreements are vital for organisations like ours as it allows us to create deeper 

impact over a longer period of time.  

 

What have you found to be the biggest fundraising challenges? 

One of the hardest things has been finding the time to build and manage relationships when 

resources are limited. Writing bids is the relatively straightforward part but then 

maintaining the relationships after takes time and needs appropriate resourcing. We're 

aware we have had some introductions and doors opened for us but do not always have the 

time to follow them up so they become lost opportunities.  

We don't produce work, we enable others to do so, so it can be difficult to articulate what 

we do and the value of it. We have to be creative with what we can do to attract individual 

and corporate donors as we can't cultivate donors and funders at swanky events.  

The make-up of our audiences is quite unique and an additional challenge to more 

traditional models of fundraising. We reach five main groups who all like us for different 

things; local families, children and Learning Disabled adults; artists; digital users; 

performance attenders and what we call business to business contacts: dance sector, 

cultural organisations ,local authorities, third sector organisations and health and sport 

professionals. As a result our relatively small and disparate data is not attractive to 

corporates or brands and our audiences are unlikely to be able make donations on a 

sustained and significant level. 
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How do you juggle being Artistic Director with having lead responsibility for financial 

viability? What are the benefits? Or the tensions? 

Doing well with the fundraising means I get known as a Fundraising Director not an Artistic 

Director - this interview being a good example of that! So it is more of an issue for me 

personally than for the organisation. As I am at the heart of the artistic programme I can 

write strong bids and translate the artistic passion into a fundraising context. I worked with 

a fundraiser a while ago but found I still had to do a lot of the work as she wasn't inside the 

project like I was, through no fault of her own, but it felt sometimes duplicating resource 

even though she was immensely valuable. Funders want access to the Artistic Director as 

often it's their vision they are supporting. I had a call only last week from The Jerwood 

Foundation, they would not have asked to speak to the Fundraising Director. 

 

Most of your income is from public sources; are you looking at increasing income from 

other sources (trusts, individuals, corporates etc)? If yes how do you intend to build income 

from these areas? 

Roughly 50% of our income is from public sources and 50% is from other types of income. 

We believe there is room for us to grow our income from trusts and foundations, individual 

giving and through commissioning contracts  

Support from Foyle and Esmée Fairbairn has been very significant as it gives other funders 

confidence and can be used as match funding. We're now researching and targeting other 

trusts and foundations as we believe this is an area of potential growth for us.  

We've had some good results with our commissioning work, one example of which is our 

work with Leeds Adult Social Care where we are working with three groups of adults with 

learning disabilities. We responded to a call out for projects which would help modernise 

day care. We're not being pulled "off mission" with commissions like this because we are all 

about giving access to quality dance opportunities to people who would not otherwise have 

them. 

We're also exploring alternative ways of developing our corporate relationships. One 

example of this is our work with law firm Irwin Mitchell where we are taking dance into the 

workplace and will benefit from the fundraising proceeds of their charity Ball. 
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How do you manage the common challenge of many funders wishing to fund projects over 

core costs? 

This is a big challenge and one we recognise. The combined support of ACE and Leeds City 

Council means we are enabled to exist but we need to raise at least the same amount again 

to realise our programming ambitions. We are lucky to be supported by The Liz and Terry 

Bramall Foundation who choose to support our core costs through our intern programme. 

We need more Trusts like them! 

We are careful to use restricted monies for their purpose and ensure nothing is doubled 

funded but, like many organisations, we find some projects could be funded two or three 

times over whilst others, and some core costs, are hard to attract funding for. A lot of 

funding is restricted and our job would be made easier with more unrestricted income. 

 

How important are partnerships in your fundraising? 

Very! A lot of our projects would not happen without having the right partners in place. 

We're a lead partner of a NESTA funded R&D Digital project, for example, with Leeds 

University and Breakfast Creatives that we could not do alone. We're also developing our 

work in Dance with Older Adults in a partnership with Leeds Community Healthcare and 

Leeds University. We've instigated both these partnerships and are developing Yorkshire 

Dance in new ways as a result. Partnerships are time consuming but very worthwhile, 

particularly if you are moving into new areas of work as you'll need partners to bring the 

things you don't bring and collectively offer credibility and inspiration to funders and 

commissioners. 

 

How many people in your team work on fundraising? 

It is an aspiration that everyone on the team is involved with fundraising in some way. Of 

our team of 12, at least 6 are actively involved in funding through bid writing, approaches, 

partnerships and income generation. Everyone needs to be aware of relationship building  

all of the time, in the same way everyone should understand their role in relation to 

marketing and communications. Michael Kaiser's famous fundraising talk was a real 

inspiration to me in this respect. 

 

Do your board get involved in fundraising? 

Some of our Board have undertaken Fundraising Training and understand what we need to 

contribute to achieve financial sustainability. We have a fundraising expert on the Board 

which is very important. The Board have made important introductions on our behalf and 
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been advocates for Yorkshire Dance. We've looked at developing an Individual Giving 

Scheme with the Board and they have all made personal donations, as have the Executive 

team, and this says a lot about their belief in us and will help them when introducing/asking 

others on our behalf. They also get behind any fundraising events and will sell tickets on our 

behalf. 

 

You have a focus on making and presenting new work, professional development and 

community work - how are these areas presented in relation to your fundraising and how 

inter-connected are they? 

Very few funders want to support all these areas of work. It tends to be one or the other. 

Our community work tends to be very successful but it doesn't mean we do more of this 

because the money is there. Our fundraising strategy is evolving in response to the 

successful work we have done through our Catalyst fundraising capacity-building 

programme. We have clear fundraising targets for each area of our work and are creating 

building blocks to develop each area of our work in partnership with our stakeholders and 

funders. We have to work hard to ensure our artistic bids are tailor made to funder aims as 

there are fewer options here whereas the community bids have greater odds of success as 

there are more options. 

 

What would be your three top tips for other arts fundraisers out there? 

 Sharing good news stories is essential; you are not selling, you are sharing. Send out 

something interesting but easy to absorb. It says "Look at what you have allowed us 

to do, look at our success and thank you as you played a part in that success." It 

offers a behind-the-scenes feel and demonstrates success without losing your 

integrity. 

 

 Have a Board that trusts you; you need to be allowed to take risks and manage risk. 

Most arts organisations will start the year with a budget hole i.e. a fundraising target 

and some board members may be uncomfortable with that or the size of that hole 

but you need to speculate to accumulate. Expansion and growth can be very difficult 

without taking any risks. There needs to be a shared understanding between the 

Board and the Executive about what constitutes an appropriate approach to risk. 

 

 Make sure EVERYONE in the organisation understands fundraising and is inside of it; 

it shouldn't be something people are doing in isolation but something that everyone 

should be doing, regardless of their job title. 
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